REGULATIONS
BABEL- The Immigrant Poetic Slam
1. Slam is a stage presentation of one's own poetry. It does not have to rely only on reciting
a poem, it combines poetry and performance. Anyone, no age limit, can participate.
2. Poets may only perform their own poems about broadly understood immigration and
problems or experiences related to it.
3. Each artist has 3 minutes to present himself. You can submit any number of pieces,
however, it must be kept within the allotted time.
4. Musical instruments, costumes and props cannot be used.
5. In order to participate in the slam, you should send your application to the address
poszerz.swiatopoglad@gmail.com by 16.04.2021 containing:
- surname or nickname
- a poem selected to be presented during the 1st Round of the Poetry Slam
6.The sent poem should be written in Polish or in the native language.
In the case of a work in the native language, it is also necessary to send a translated version
into Polish.The organizers will invite selected 20 people to the first stage of slam.
7. The organizer provides for 3 stages of the Poetry Slam
STAGE I - qualifying rounds up to 20 people
STAGE II - semi-final - 6 people
STAGE III - final - 3 people
8. Jury during slam is the audience.
In the first stage, after each presentation, poets are awarded points from 1 to 5.
People with the most points go to the next stage.
In the following stages, the poets fight in two-person duels, after which the audience
chooses the winner through a survey on the Zoom platform
9. The winner of the slam is obliged to send one piece of his chosen work (from among all
that were presented during the slam) for publication on the Facebook profile.
10. Awards.
The total prize pool is PLN 800

